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In the world of documentary and cinema verité
you don’t always wind up where you thought

you would be when you started. My friend, Laurie
Rothstein (shown on this
page with Miyah’s mother),
was a trained anthropologist
with extensive fieldwork

experience in Indonesia, but instead of pursuing
an academic career she applied her culinary talents
and business acumen to founding a catering and
culinary research company called Cooking
Culture. Several years ago, Documentary Edu-
cational Resources (DER), Earthwatch, Cultural
Survival, and Cooking Culture began collaborat-
ing on a monthly film/dinner/lecture series called
“Film, Food, and the Future.” It was a wonderful
way to pool the best resources of each organiza-
tion—DER’s films, Earthwatch’s field researchers,
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Cultural Survival’s concern for indigenous
peoples, and Laurie’s cooking—to create memo-
rable evenings for local audiences here in the
Boston/Cambridge, Massachusetts, area. The
evenings were very popular, drawing an average 
of 100–150 people hungry for more than casual
conversation.

Perhaps it was a seed planted during one these
interesting evenings, or maybe it was an idea that
had taken root during Laurie’s field research on
women’s work in Jakarta and Bali, but at some
point she confessed to me that she wanted to make
a film. One of my responsibilities as executive
director of DER is to encourage young filmmakers
to follow their inclinations and to help them reach
their goals. On a personal level, as well, Laurie’s
film concept excited me. Originally, food and the
preparation of food was to play a prominent role

in a film which
would focus on
one middle-aged
woman who spent
most of her life as
a primary cook and
housekeeper in a
well-to-do house-
hold in Jakarta. We

thought the situation would allow us to explore
the complex relationship between servants and
their wealthy employers and how Javanese village
women try to escape poverty through domestic
work in the cities of Indonesia. I also envisioned
beautiful shots of exotic dishes being prepared 
following colorful trips to the local marketplace.

While we could rely to some extent on our
own resources to help Laurie make her film,
money had to be raised. Money—and lack there-
of—is most often the major stumbling block to
the completion of any independently produced
film project. DER offered the guaranty of a tal-
ented cameraman/editor, Sandeep Ray, to work 
on the project, which would be shot with a digi-

One Thing Leads to Another: The Making
of Miyah: The Life of a Javanese Woman
>> by Cynthia Close

Daniel Schmid’s The Written Face includes excerpts of onnagata actor Bando Tamasabur–o’s perfor-
mances in Kabuki theatre productions. For review, see page 11.

continued on page 2
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Asian Educational Media Service
The Asian Educational Media Service (AEMS) is a pro-
gram of the Center for East Asian and Pacific Studies
at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign.
AEMS offers information about where to find audio-
visual media resources for teaching and learning about
Asia, and advice about which ones may best suit your
needs. In addition to AEMS News and Reviews, 
published twice a year, services include a free call-in/
write-in service and a Web site. To add your name to
our mailing list, request additional copies of the
newsletter to use in workshops or to share with your
colleagues, or ask for help in locating resources, please
contact us. 

AEMS is made possible by generous support from
The Freeman Foundation and The Japan Foundation
Center for Global Partnership.

For more information, contact:

AEMS, Center for East Asian and Pacific Studies
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
230 International Studies Building, MC-483
910 South Fifth Street
Champaign, IL 61820

Telephone: 1-888-828-AEMS (1-888-828-2367) 
or 217-265-0642
Fax: 217-265-0641
E-mail: aems@uiuc.edu
Web: http://www.aems.uiuc.edu

Advisory Board
Caroline Bailey, Program Associate, Asian Educational

Media Service

Burnill Clark, President and C.E.O., KCTS Television

Richard Gordon, Executive Producer, Long Bow 
Group, Inc.

Peter Grilli, Executive Director, Donald Keene Center 
for Japanese Culture, Columbia University

Karl G. Heider, Professor of Anthropology, University 
of South Carolina

Ellen C.K. Johnson, Associate Professor, College of
DuPage

Laurel Kendall, Curator, Asian Ethnographic Collections,
American Museum of Natural History; Adjunct
Professor of Anthropology, Columbia University

Marianna McJimsey, Lecturer in History/Social Studies
Education, The Colorado College

Sharon Wheaton, C.E.O., E.T. Interactive Multimedia

Diana Marston Wood, Associate Director, Asian Studies
Program, University of Pittsburgh

Editorial Board (Faculty and staff of the University
of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign.)

Nancy Abelmann, Associate Professor of Anthropology
and East Asian Languages and Cultures

Clark E. Cunningham, Professor Emeritus of
Anthropology

Roberta H. Gumport, Assistant Director and 
Outreach Coordinator of the Center for East Asian
and Pacific Studies

Jacquetta Hill, Professor of Anthropology and of
Educational Psychology

Blair Kling, Professor of History

George T. Yu, Professor of Political Science and Director
of the Center for East Asian and Pacific Studies
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Program Director: David W. Plath
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What’s New?

Late last January, intrepid members of the AEMS Advisory Board braved snow and ice to come to
Urbana-Champaign for our Annual Meeting. The idea was to assess what AEMS had done over the

past year and, more importantly, to discuss where it should go in the future.
We are fortunate to have on our board a wonderful variety and combination of people. We have edu-

cators who produce films, producers who run businesses, technicians who educate. All, of course, have
an abiding belief in the importance of education about Asia and tremendous enthusiasm for using media
to further that education.

The Board members generated all kinds of ideas on improving the Web site, expanding our reader-
ship, and creating new and better sources of information for teachers and students. One theme emerged
over and over again, however: 

We need to know what you need.
In order to maximize AEMS’ effectiveness, we need to hear from you, the readers of our newsletter

and the users of our Web site, the people who use media in the classroom on a day-to-day basis. 
In hopes of getting specific feed back, we have included a short survey in this issue of AEMS News

and Reviews. Simply fill it out, adding whatever comments you like, and send it back to us. If you would
like to add longer, more
detailed comments,
please e-mail us at
aems@uiuc.edu. What
can we offer you that we
currently do not? How
can we improve the ser-
vices that we already
have? How can we help
you combine media and
Asia in the most effective
and positive way?

In other words, Dear
Readers, “What’s New”
will be up to you.

tal video camera and edited on one of our in-
house AVID systems. There were still the issues of
plane tickets for the film team to go to Indonesia,
salaries, living expenses, translations, tape stock, et
cetera. Grants had to be researched and applied for
and money raised. 

In the summer of 1997 we quickly put to-
gether a concept for an evening fund raising event
based on the successful formula of Film, Food,
and the Future. We invited a sympathetic group of
people with interests in Indonesia, served them a
delicious meal of jasmine rice, gado-gado with
lemongrass peanut sauce, kecap-glazed chicken
breast, urap-style corn and tomato salad with
shrimp-cassava krupuk crisps and sambal oelek chili
paste on the side. We plied them with drink,
engaged their minds with an exciting multimedia
presentation of the project, and then wouldn’t let
them out the door unless they wrote us a check.
Most of them did, which gave us just about enough

money to cover the initial costs of the project.
Once in Indonesia, the project team had to

engage the confidence of the subjects of the film,
not only Miyah herself (although she had known
Laurie for nine years, being filmed is another mat-
ter), but also the family for whom she worked.
While Miyah was not mistreated by Indonesian
standards, she was in debt to her employers. The
subtleties of class, the attitude of her employers
towards her, and their power over her would be
revealed in the act of documenting daily interac-
tions in the home. Unfortunately, when it became
apparent to Miyah’s employers that they would
not be able to control the outcome, they declined
to be filmed. Miyah continued to cooperate. She
was such an open, appealing person that the direc-
tion of the project took a turn, out of the Jakarta
household and back to Miyah’s impoverished vil-
lage in Central Java. 

Although an early divorce left her with two
infants to raise, Miyah still wished to return to the
village as a food vendor, to care for her elderly
infirm father and tubercular mother. As the shoot-

The Making of Miyah
continued from page 1

AEMS Board members and staff at lunch (L to R): Roberta Gumport,
Caroline Bailey, David Plath, Marianna McJimsey, George T. Yu, Burnill
Clark, Sharon Wheaton, Sarah Barbour, Diana Marston Wood.
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That’s Why I’m Working illuminates multi-
faceted and often contradictory views by 

correctly depicting the broad dimensions of the
child labor issue in context. It portrays children 
on an average day in Bangladesh, showing them 
at work, at a special school, taking care of siblings,
and helping with housework. The video relies
entirely on interviews with children and their 
parents and teacher. Two key elements in this film
are the children’s opinions on the issue and the
elaboration of these views in the context of socio-
cultural, economic, planning, and policy-related
issues in Bangladesh.

Poverty is the primary reason that children
work as rag pickers, domestic help, machine 
operators, and painters. They are also engaged in
preparing incense sticks and rolling bidis (ciga-
rettes made from opium leaves). All the children
in the film came to Dacca with their parents when
a flood washed away their homes. The children
themselves state that “poor people have to work
hard in order to live. And their children, too.”
What are their dreams? They want to earn lots of
money—$100–$150 a month—have a big house,
and take care of their families. With regard to

Asia Video Reports: Japan

AEMS and the Social Science Education Consortium (SSEC) have collaborated to produce four 
15-minute videos on Japan with corresponding Teacher’s Guides.  Each video contains several

shorter segments that can be used individually or together. Each teacher’s guide  contains background
essays for the teacher, transcripts and discussion guides, two complete lesson plans, and lists of relevant
Web resources.

The following titles are available. To order, please contact SSEC (see the Guide to Distributors).
• Japanese Arts and Crafts (#397-7, $25)
• Japanese Food (#398-5, $25)
• Japanese Holidays and Festivals (#399-3, $25)
• Japanese Housing (#400-0, $25)
• All four titles (404-3, $90)

AEMS’ Image of the Month
http://www.aems.uiuc.edu/HTML/
photopage.las

T his February we added a new page to
the Web site: AEMS’ Image of the

Month. Every month, we will add an
image from Asia—a snapshot, a drawing, or a
map, for example—along with explanatory text. The images and 
the text are downloadable and free for educational purposes. Images from previous 
months will remain available in a Web site archive. This is the first in what we hope 
will be a much larger collection of images. We hope you find it interesting and useful!

continued on page 8

That’s Why 
I’m Working
>> Directed by Maarten Schmidt and Thomas
Doebele. Distributed by First Run/Icarus Films. 
1999. 53 minutes. 
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ing of Miyah progressed and later, back at DER, as
the editing began, it became apparent that beyond
the issues surrounding servant labor in Indonesia,
Miyah’s life revealed many universally recognized
difficulties. These universal tensions are mirrored
in the lives of single, working mothers who are the
primary breadwinners for their entire families with
children on one side of the generational divide
and aging parents on the other. 

Many ideas we had initially about Miyah had
to be scrapped along the way. Food plays a far less
significant role than we originally envisioned. An
unanticipated event shot during a return visit gave
us a more up-beat ending than we could have
imagined. It was purely circumstantial, a matter of
luck and good timing. It was also a matter of
being able to invest the time to let the natural
drama of life unfold. 

Meanwhile, while working on the final Miyah
shoot, Sandeep Ray found himself engaged with a
human rights story involving the Dyak people of
Kalimantan (Borneo), multinational corporations,
burning rainforests, civil disobedience, and the

remnants of a village society that is teetering at the
edge of obsolescence. While one story ends,
another begins, with fundraising (the menu was
different), travel, expectations, and dealing with
the unexpected. Unpredictable, risky perhaps, but
if you prefer to have a career where the boundaries
between work and life are very fuzzy, where intu-
ition and flexibility are prized, consider becoming
a documentary filmmaker! ✦

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
Cynthia Close took over the position of Executive
Director of Documentary Educational Resources
in 1993 following a career as a visual artist
(painter) and former Dean of Admissions at the
Art Institute of Boston. As Executive Director, she
works to produce and promote documentary films
about people and cultures from around the world.

For more information, see Karl Heider’s review 
of Miyah: The Life of a Javanese Woman, also in
this issue (page 6).

3www.aems.uiuc.edu ✦
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W hat is most repulsive for a migrant like 
me is the deeply rooted individualism 

in Japanese society.” This startling perspective on
Japanese society is that of an Iranian migrant in
Ann Kaneko’s film Overstay. The film documents
the lives of some of Japan’s migrants, bringing a
new and revealing angle on Japanese society. Al-
though instructors of introductory courses on
Japan may shy away from covering minorities in
order to introduce what
they consider the basics 
of Japanese culture and
society, Ann Kaneko shows
that certain basics may
come into focus by look-
ing at the margins and
boundaries of one’s object.
Kaneko’s film, which 
looks at the experiences of
migrant workers in Japan and their relationships
with Japanese managers, advocates for foreign
workers, people on the street, and Japanese girl-
friends, is very much about Japanese society. The
interviews of Japanese provide lively counterpoints
and harmonies to the extended interviews of the
migrants.

Overstay brings us into the lives of three
Pakistanis, an Iranian, a Peruvian, and a Filipino,
most of whom have overstayed the limits of their
visas. Throughout the film, the narration is unin-
trusive, providing ample time for us to hear the
voices of the people themselves. The camera takes
us from interview settings inside apartments, to
vivid scenes of neighborhood and downtown

streets, and inside workplaces. Mujahid (one of the
Pakistanis) has been working in the same small
electronics parts factory the entire six and a half
years he has been in Japan. His Japanese boss,
Yamaguchi Toshi, notes the similarity between 
the earlier migration of Japanese from the country-
side to the city and the current migration of
Pakistanis and other foreigners to Japan. Mujahid’s
roommate, Ashraf, also has a sympathetic boss,

Maekawa Kazutoshi, who
mentions that he is originally
from Okinawa, and that
many of his relatives had 
emigrated to Brazil several
decades previously and expe-
rienced there much of what
the Pakistani migrants experi-
ence today in Japan.

These managers appear
more than just sympathetic to their foreign work-
ers. They respect them for their seriousness of pur-
pose that they lament is missing among younger
Japanese. Yamaguchi comments that younger
Japanese have grown up in affluence and do not
know what it means to suffer. However, one has 
to question the extent to which these managers’
relationships with their Pakistani workers are con-
ditioned by their undocumented status. Since the
immigration law was revised in 1989, penalties 
for employers of foreigners without proper work
visas have become much stiffer, and fewer employ-
ers are willing to risk hiring them. The willingness
of these foreign workers to stay at a given job is in
part the result of their lack of options.

Overstay
>> Produced and directed by Ann Kaneko. Distributed by Ann Kaneko Films. 1999. 74 minutes. 

We get a sense of the tension of being an un-
documented alien in one memorable scene—an
informal party in the cramped quarters of several
Iranian migrants which is interrupted by the
arrival of two police officers. (One Iranian asked
the filmmaker to turn off the camera but she
apparently just placed it on a chair and left it run-
ning.) The police wanted to follow up on a traffic
accident involving one of the Iranians. The police
do not ask for their passports or other documenta-
tion, the only question in that vein being why
there were so many of them in one apartment.
After getting the information they needed, they
make their exit and the Iranians burst into dance
to the accompaniment of Persian music.

While the Filipina and Japanese Peruvian
women consider Japan a temporary destination
where they can accumulate money to save and
bring home with them, the Pakistanis and Iranian
seem to be in the process of building new lives for
themselves in Japan. This experience, however, is
conditioned by thoughts of their symbolic home-
lands elsewhere. If they leave Japan, they will have
trouble getting back in unless they are willing to
pay exorbitant fees for a broker who can procure
them false documents. By the end of the film, one
of them marries his Japanese girlfriend and envi-
sions eventually becoming Japanese himself. We
can only speculate about the far-reaching impact
of distance and the inability to travel for the wife
and two children, still in Pakistan, of another
Pakistani when he eventually moves in with his
Japanese girlfriend.

In addition to the poignant and insightful
interviews, beautiful photography and a great
soundtrack make Overstay a welcome contribution
to both secondary and university curricula on
Japan and transnationalism. ✦

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
Joshua H. Roth teaches anthropology, Asian, 
and Asian American studies at Mount Holyoke
College. He has conducted research on Japanese
Brazilian migrants to Japan and Japanese migrants
to Brazil.

Overstay is available from Ann Kaneko Films.
Price is $225 for purchase and $275 for rental.

. . .poignant and

insightful interviews,

beautiful photography,

and a great soundtrack.
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of India. It would have been even better if there
had been a sequence illustrating village politics.
We wonder what privileges the Telis appropriate
for themselves, how the other jatis relate to them
and whether there is an anti-Teli faction.

Visually, the film is superb, as much a work 
of art as a classroom film. One especially fine 
photographic sequence shows the village being
battered by torrential rains and winds of the 
monsoon. The film’s only defect is that one of 
the two anthropologist/narrators is difficult to
understand, speaks in a monotone, and often 
can barely be heard above the din of the recorded
village noises and conversations. On the whole,
however, this is an outstanding film and a superb
introduction to Indian village life, highly recom-
mended for high school and college classes. ✦

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
Blair B. Kling has been teaching South Asian 
history at the University of Illinois at Urbana-
Champaign since 1962. He has published nu-
merous books and articles on nineteenth- and
twentieth-century Indian history and is currently
working on a study of Jamshedpur, a center of
steel and automobile manufacturing in eastern
India.

Seed and Earth is available from Filmakers
Library. Price is $295 for purchase and $55 
for rental.

This is a close examina-
tion of daily life in a

prosperous agricultural vil-
lage in West Bengal near the
city of Bishnupar, about one
hundred miles northwest 
of Calcutta. It was photo-
graphed by a team of anthro-
pologist/filmmakers who
had an intimate knowledge
of the people and the texture
of village life. The village has thirteen jatis, or 
sub-castes, dominated by the most numerous 
and wealthy, the Teli, who are traditionally oil
pressers. The film focuses on the daily life of the
families of two brothers and shows various mem-
bers of the two families and other villagers cook-
ing, eating, plowing, planting and weeding crops,
repairing a thatched roof, worshipping, playing
cards, celebrating holidays, talking and joking,
washing clothes, and transplanting rice. There 
are a number of scenes showing children working
in the fields, studying in school and playing after-
school games.

Because of its realistic and detailed vignettes,
the film offers many opportunities for class discus-

sion. First, the gods are
ever present and always in
mind, and the worship of
gods and goddesses appro-
priate to each activity is an
integral and natural part 
of daily life. Worship takes
many forms—bowing be-
fore idols, lighting incense,
drawing intricate designs
on the ground before the

deity, and making offerings of food and flowers.
Second, the film is candid and realistic about what
villagers actually do and includes sequences in
which young men play cards, kids play soccer, 
and the entire village spends an evening watching
a Hindi movie. Third, the film records conversa-
tions—and a great deal of joking—between
friends, among groups, and between a husband
and wife. It suggests the levels of intimacy on
which people relate, their problems and concerns,
and the function of humor in village culture. In
one interesting conversation, two women discuss
the shortfalls of government, though prosperity of
the village bears out the general conception that
West Bengal is among the better-governed states
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Seed and Earth
>> A film by Lina Fruzzetti, Alfred Guzzetti, Ned Johnson, and Akos Ostor. 
Distributed by Filmakers Library. 1994. 36 minutes. 

Visually, the film 

is superb, 

as much a 

work of art as 

a classroom film. 
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Iam a domestic servant in Jakarta . . .” So begins
this gripping film about Miyah, a hardworking

but desperately poor Indonesian woman. We first
see her on a bus making the semi-annual 10-hour
trip home that her
employers permit
her. Home is
Banioro, a village 
in Central Java
where her 80-year-
old parents still live.
Her father was a
successful carpenter
but now can do lit-
tle more than keep
the household
going. Her mother,
once an enterprising
market woman who
ran a tiny snack 
shop on the side,
wanders about in a
senile daze chewing betel to kill her pain. Miyah
wants to return to the village and open a food stall
but she is saddled with debts. She has pawned all
her gold jewelry as well as the family rice fields to
support her children, grandchildren, and parents.

Back in Jakarta, we glimpse her as the senior
servant in the house where she has worked for 

19 years. Her two children, now married and 
with their own children, share the house that 
she bought with her husband before they were
divorced. Most of the film was shot in 1997, but

in a short epilogue
in 1999 she has
somehow scraped
together the money
to get the rice fields 
out of hock. She
tries unsuccess-
fully to explain 
to her querulous
mother that she
cannot yet afford 
to leave Jakarta.

At 30 minutes,
the video is short
enough to be
shown and dis-
cussed in class and
it is likely to spark

serious and even unsettling discussion, for it has
rubbed our noses in poverty, albeit in a most deli-
cate, Javanese way. It is especially appropriate for
area courses (Indonesia, Southeast Asia, Asia); and
generally for a wide range of women’s studies
courses, courses on family, economics, and the
like. I cannot think of another film that represents

Miyah: The Life of a Javanese Woman
>> A film by Laurie Rothstein in collaboration with Sandeep Ray. Distributed by Documentary 
Educational Resources. 1999. 30 minutes. 
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Java, the most populated island of Indonesia. This
is a particularly striking lack when one considers
how many excellent films have been made about
Balinese culture, especially the art and ritual. We
are certainly not lacking first-rate literature about
Java, but as a subject, it does not seem to have
appealed to filmmakers.

There seems to be no accompanying written
material to Miyah, and there is no hint about
where the filmmaker positions this film on the
continuum between scripted fiction and straight
documentary. Yet the film rings true and it speaks
so strongly to the various issues that instructors
should have no trouble using it in a wide range 
of courses at different levels. The most attentive
students, however, are sure to ask questions for
which the answers are not apparent: how could
Miyah provide 120,000 rupiahs a month for her
mother’s medicine if her salary was only 140,000
rupiahs a month? And if she was so deeply in 
debt in 1997, how could she have raised over a
million rupiahs to redeem her rice fields two 
years later?

This film is about the entrapment of hard-
working villagers in a cycle of poverty, but it also
has strong subthemes: how people manage to keep
close ties to their villages even after years of living
in the city, how four generations interact, and
what one determined person can accomplish. 
Even though this film shows people in perilous
poverty, in the end it is actually upbeat. The old
couple have had a good life and are being cared
for by their daughter and one feels that in 2000 
or 2001 Miyah will somehow come home and
open her stall in the market. ✦

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
Karl G. Heider is Professor of Anthropology at
the University of South Carolina. His research 
is focused on Indonesia. He is author of Ethno-
graphic Film (1976), Grand Valley Dani: Peace-
ful Warriors (1997, third edition), and Seeing
Anthropology: Cultural Anthropology Through Film
(1997) and co-editor of Films for Anthropological
Teaching (1995).

Miyah: The Life of a Javanese Woman is avail-
able from Documentary Educational Resources.
Price is $145 for purchase and $40 for rental.

…the film rings true and 

it speaks so strongly 

to the various issues 

that instructors should 

have no trouble 

using it in a 

wide range of courses 

at different levels.

“

Notice of Broadcast: Silence Broken:
Korean Comfort Women, a documentary
by Dai-Sil Kim-Gibson and winner of
the Asian American Media Arts Award,
will be broadcast nationally by PBS on
May 18 at 10 pm, E.S.T. Local dates and
times may vary, so please check with your
local PBS station.
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Translating Grace eschews conventional narra-
tive structure; it meanders in and about gen-

der and immigration as revealed in glimpses of
Korean Canadian women. The work is neither tra-
ditionally documentary nor wholly autobiographi-
cal; rather, it presents a series of richly evocative
mini-narratives (without beginning or ending)
that, taken together, explore issues of gender and
immigration. “Translating,” in Translating Grace,
can be taken to refer both to the work of a seem-
ingly second-generation
Korean Canadian woman
named Grace who will
serve as the translator for
a recently immigrated
(illegally, it appears)
woman who will testify
to husband abuse; “trans-
lating” can also allude to
the cultural translation
implicit in the border
crossings of Grace’s own
life. The film playfully
posits Grace as a transla-
tor and also a student who studies East Asian liter-
ature in translation.

In one interesting scene, Grace turns her back
on the woman as she fingers her collection of
translated works on a top shelf of her bookcase;
meanwhile the woman thinks aloud about the
problems of translating the Korean word chông—
a word referring to heart and emotion and attach-
ment, widely considered quintessentially Korean
and, by extension, untranslatable. The woman
muses that her having stayed with an abusive 

provokes the question of translation. And each
thread plays with the cultural and historical imagi-
nation as it transgresses boundaries. Finally, each
stream touches on women’s lives and gendered
norms. The film’s pastiche presentation and
dream-like transitions are such that K–12 audi-
ences would likely find it difficult to parse. For
college students considering gender and immigra-
tion generally, or more specifically gender and
Korean immigration, the film would spark inter-
esting dialogue from a humanistic perspective 
and students will probably enjoy discussing their
own (likely quite diverse) takes on this open and
elusive text. ✦

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
Nancy Abelmann is an Associate Professor of
Anthropology, East Asian Languages and Cultures,
and Women’s Studies at the University of Illinois
at Urbana-Champaign. She is author of Echoes of
the Past, Epics of Dissent: A South Korean Social
Movement (1996) and co-author of Blue Dreams:
Korean Americans and the Los Angeles Riots (1995,
with John Lie). She has also published on women
and social mobility in South Korea, and is cur-
rently conducting research on Korean Americans
(and their parents) in public higher education 
in Illinois.

Translating Grace is available from Third
World Newsreel. Price is $200 for purchase and
$50 for rental.

husband (a narrative later
subverted) has been mis-
understood by Canadian
authorities because they cannot comprehend
chông. Grace, the “translator” fumbling through
her collection of others’ translations, hardly 
pays attention as the woman struggles over how 
to translate her own story; at one point Grace 
matter-of-factly interrupts, “Your English is 
pretty good”—the discussion goes no further.

The woman for
whom Grace will
translate in court has,
it turns out, manufac-
tured the story of
abuse in order to
remain in Canada;
when Grace insists
that she cannot partic-
ipate in this deception,
the women retorts,
“Just translate . . . this 
is my life, my story.” 
It is never entirely

clear whose stories are being portrayed. One of the
film’s narrative streams is a poetry contest between
a Korean kisaeng (traditional entertainer) and her
client. This historical “drama” is staged—in full
historical regalia—in the film in all kinds of in-
teresting ways; several times we glimpse a white
man, hands on an abacus orchestrating the scene,
screaming—as the kisaeng begins to recite in
English—“No English, please!” The classical poet-
ry itself offers yet another narrative thread.

Each narrative, in its own maverick manner,

Translating Grace
>> Directed by Anita Lee. Distributed by Third World Newsreel. 1996. 20 minutes. 

Each narrative provokes 

the question of translation.

And each thread plays 

with the cultural and

historical imagination as 

it transgresses boundaries. 

Left: Sun-Hee Park as Hyahng-Sook (L) and
Shelly Hong as Grace (R) in Translating Grace,
directed by Anita Lee.

Below: Grace as a traditional kisaeng.
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working, the children say things like, “If the par-
ents can’t make ends meet, the children have to
work.” They ask the critical question, “Why
should children not be able to work?”

This film links these crucial questions with
sociocultural, economic, and sociopolitical aspects
from a multidimensional perspective. For example,
environmental protection issues are linked to the
issue of rag picking. Sociocultural norms, such as
young girls marrying, are connected to the worries
of girls aged 8 to 12 about the dowries their par-
ents should provide. Economic factors, like the
low cost of child labor (25 cents a day for a child
compared to $1 a day to an adult) are linked to
the fact that employers hire children. The impor-
tance of gaining knowledge about family and
reproductive health is connected to having a
“small” family.

The overall emphasis in this film is on how
education can change the current situation of
child laborers. This focus raises a pertinent ques-
tion: Is three years of education enough for a child
to fulfill his or her dream of getting a job? Most 
of the children are aged 8 to 12; should they con-
tinue to pursue traditional jobs, or should they
learn vocational skills? What kind of jobs will be
open to them? 

That’s Why I’m Working
continued from page 3

continued on next page

T his film is divided into three main segments
which briefly cover the history of Chinese,

Japanese, and Filipino Americans in Washington
State, with an emphasis on the roles these immi-
grants and their American-born descendents
played in the building and defining of American
society and culture. The first segment focuses on
the Chinese in Seattle. It covers the general history
of Chinese immigration to the area, pointing out
that Chinatown institutions such as regional and
family associations served as surrogate families for
those Chinese men with-
out biological families in
America. The Chinese
contribution to building
railroads in Washington
State is acknowledged as
is their other laboring
contributions. The anti-
Chinese movement in
Washington is also cov-
ered, detailing how the
Chinese were driven out
of Tacoma in the late
nineteenth century, but
were provided police protection in Seattle when
the same was attempted there.

From the Chinese in Seattle, the scene shifts to
the Japanese in Yakima Valley. This section begins
with the story of Frank Matsura, who arrived in
Okanagon in 1903 and eventually became a well-
known photographer of the local culture, appar-
ently enjoying a pleasant life there. However, not
all Japanese in the Yakima Valley would find life
there as welcoming. Due to Alien Land Laws,

which prohibited aliens from owning land, the
early Japanese there leased land from the Yakima
Indians, a relationship which proved beneficial to
both parties. The most interesting part of this sec-
tion is how the Japanese in this area fared during
the Second World War. It is generally assumed
that all of the Japanese Americans in Washington
were sent to concentration camps (either Heart
Mountain, Wyoming, or Minidoka, Idaho), but
this film reveals the little-known fact that those
Japanese Americans living east of the Columbia

River were not evacuated.
This, however, did little to
prevent the dismantling of
the Japanese American com-
munity of the region.

Staying in the Yakima
Valley, the film the covers 
the history of Filipinos in
Washington. The narrator
points out that the Philip-
pines was America’s first
colony, after the Philippine-
American War which claimed
200,000 Filipino lives in 

two and a half years. Once in the Yakima Valley,
Filipinos became an important part of the agricul-
tural industry. In fact, they became the primary
force behind the unionization of the agricultural
and cannery workers in the area.

The film concludes with a brief section on
contemporary Asian immigration, stressing the
impact of the Vietnam war and the coming of
Southeast Asian immigrants, ending with a tribute
to the value of multiculturalism. While the film

provides a good overview of the history of Asian
Americans in the Pacific Northwest, it is now a bit
out of date. The film was completed before the
Civil Liberties Act was passed in 1988 which pro-
vided for an apology from the President to
Japanese Americans for their wartime incarceration
as well as for monetary compensation. Also, in try-
ing to cover the history of three immigrant groups
in less than an hour, many important historical
details and interpretations are left out. Despite
these shortcomings, however, it is still a worth-
while film to view for classroom use. ✦

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
K. Scott Wong is an Associate Professor of History
at Williams College where he teaches courses on
Asian American history, comparative immigra-
tion history, the history of the American West,
American Studies, and theories of race and ethni-
city. He is the co-editor of Claiming America:
Constructing Chinese American Identities during the
Exclusion Era. He is currently writing a book on
the impact of the Second World War on Chinese
Americans.

Home from the Eastern Sea is available from
Filmakers Library. Price is $195 for purchase and
$75 for rental.

While the film provides

a good overview of

Asian Americans in 

the Pacific Northwest,

it is now a bit 

out of date.

Home from the Eastern Sea
>> Produced by Lucy Ostrander, Elizabeth Clark, and KCTS/9. Distributed by Filmakers Library. 
1989. 58 minutes.
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The directors do a laudable job of capturing
the expressions on the faces of their subjects: the
joy of a child when he catches a frog; the gaze 
of a young girl thinking about her wedding; the
swollen eyes of a child crying because he worries
that his ill father will not get better; and the per-
plexed look of the teacher when parents asked her
what they can do to improve their lives. The film
also depicts incongruities in the situation: children
learn in school to serve humanity while they worry
about how to get food; children recite the names
of different countries although they have no idea
where those countries are.

Unfortunately, the film (subtitled in English)
loses many of the children’s rich verbal expressions,
particularly when they are talking about their par-
ents’ differential treatment of boys and girls. The
subtitles often do not indicate fully the underlying
meaning of the expressions and present only the
literal translation of the words spoken in Bengali.
Another shortcoming is that the film focuses pri-
marily on children and their relationships with
their mothers and makes only passing reference to
their relationships with their fathers.

The broadness of the content may inhibit
some viewers from fully comprehending the
impact of the contextual factors on the primary
issue. This complex issue—child labor from a
multifaceted perspective—is introduced too
quickly in this 53-minute video. This video should
be accompanied by supplementary materials on
the country’s culture, gender-specific issues, and
sociocultural norms related to family and commu-
nity. Otherwise, any single issue in the film—
environmental pollution, social justice, access 
to the health care system, and natural disasters—
can overwhelm the viewers.

Accompanied by background information, 
this film would be useful for college and high
school–level courses on Asian society. Critical
questions raised by the children and their parents
may provide directions to policymakers on devel-
oping strategies for changing the situation. A
young girl saying, “I don’t know what you can do
about it” haunts viewers after the film is over. It
reminds us that something can be done, and that
it should be done soon. ✦

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
Gauri Bhattacharya is an Assistant Professor at 
the School of Social Work, University of Illinois at
Urbana-Champaign. Her current research projects
include substance abuse, adolescent health, and
health education and health promotion, funded 
by the National Institute of Health. She has pub-
lished numerous articles and book chapters on
adolescent health in developing countries.

That’s Why I’m Working is available from First
Run/Icarus Films. Price is $390 for purchase and
$75 for rental.

continued from previous page

Gary Kildea has filmed a group of ordinary
people in the village of Mindanao Island in

the Philippines. Filmed during the dramatic peri-
od of the mid-1980s when President Marcos cam-
paigned against challenger
Corazon Aquino, the vil-
lagers are shown at work in
the fields, attending cam-
paign rallies, and informally
talking about their daily
lives. One fascinating
vignette occurs when
Imelda Marcos speaks to
the village about why her
husband should be elected
president. Her outrageous
statements, made with
seemingly great sincerity, are both hilarious and
frightening.

Half of the film is in black and white, and
half is in color. A surprising amount of the dia-
logue will lack interest to any but the Philippines
specialist. For non-specialists, the film will only
occasionally captivate them. There is insufficient
context for understanding the dialogue. There is
no way of knowing whether or not the central
characters, Rogel and Aidos Gonzales, reflect the
ideas of their fellow villagers, or if their views are
of a minority or even aberrant.

The film would be far more effective if it were
edited down from 108 minutes to about 40 min-
utes. The short length would rid the film of irrele-

vant material and would better fit into a classroom
period at both the high school and college level.
Even edited, however, the film will not be of great
interest to students, unless they have traveled to

the Philippines or
studied Philippine 
culture. Teachers will
have much difficulty
incorporating the 
film into the curricu-
lum, and would do
better to use many 
of the superior films
available.

Toward the end 
of the film, there is
important discussion

of voting, freedom of the press, oppression of cor-
rupt leaders, and the role of the people to over-
throw illegitimate regimes. This part of the film
could be used in civics courses to remind students
about their responsibilities as informed citizens. ✦

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
Clark Neher is Professor of Political Science and
Director of the Center for Southeast Asian Studies
at Northern Illinois University. He has written
extensively on the politics of Southeast Asia. His
most recent book, with Ross Marlay, is Patriots
and Tyrants: Ten Asian Leaders.

Valencia Diary is available from First Run/
Icarus Films. Price is $440 for purchase and $100
for rental.

Valencia Diary
>> Directed by Gary Kildea. Distributed by First Run/Icarus Films. 1992. 108 minutes.

Villagers are shown at 

work in the fields,

attending campaign rallies,

and informally talking

about their daily lives.
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A rticles, books and films extolling
the Asian economic miracle of

the 1990s have emphasized the role
of the region’s “megacities.” Until the
collapse of Indonesia’s economy
beginning late in 1997, its capital,
Jakarta, evidenced all the traits of
the region’s booming business sec-
tor and seemed to be propelling
the nation toward first world sta-
tus. But hidden behind the soar-
ing office towers of the
expanding commercial districts,
as well as along the urban
fringe, were pervasive pockets of poverty and
destitution seemingly untouched by the business
boom. Indonesia: Urban Development in Jakarta
offers a brief but penetrating glimpse into the
world of those living in the shadow of urban pros-
perity and who have experienced most directly the
pressures of rapid urban growth on land prices, on
living space, and on economic opportunities.

The urban saga in this 20-minute documen-
tary is woven around the experiences of 12-year-
old Mohammed Zaini, and his older sister
Hamida, who live with six other family members
in a two-room house next to the busy Kuningan
junction in South Jakarta. Zaini, as he is called,
attends school in the morning, sells magazines on
street, practices martial arts and studies at night,
and in his few spare moments dreams of becoming
a lawyer. Hamida has even less time to dream. She
is the principal household breadwinner, working

in a candy factory from 8pm to
6am, taking care of her two
young children and running the
household during the day,
attending to her small store in
the early afternoon, and after a
couple hours of napping in the
late afternoon, repeating the work
cycle again in the evening. Her
husband, Salman, like so many
males in Jakarta’s underclass, works
on construction projects throughout
the city (owing to the business
boom) but is often kept away from
home because of the time and finan-

cial costs of commuting. Hamida’s modest goal is
to have her husband come home each night.

Zaini, Hamida, and Salman not only exem-
plify the struggle of the urban poor to survive 
but also how critical the “informal employment
sector” is for the majority of the city’s 10 million
inhabitants in their struggle to survive. Zaini and
Hamida’s grandmother brought the family to
Jakarta two decades ago to escape rural poverty.
What they found in Jakarta was a different sort of
poverty but also, as the narrative suggests, oppor-
tunities that offer the chance for a more prosper-
ous life. The fact that Zaini earns enough selling
on the street to cover school fees is an opportunity
he might not have had in the family’s rural village.
But the family, like so many in rapidly developing
Jakarta, has been a victim of displacement. To
make room for an office building, they moved

diagonally across the Kuningan intersection to a
kampung (neighborhood) that later gave way to 
a high-rise condominium project. So they moved
again, this time to the southeast corner of the busy
thoroughfare on the last piece of undeveloped
space. As the film so vividly depicts, the costs of
rapid urban growth are borne disproportionately
by the poor, who have been systematically
removed from the center city to accommodate
Jakarta’s new commercial hub known as the
“Golden Triangle.”

The film also briefly touches upon the envi-
ronmental impacts of growth, including the 
proliferation of automobiles and the creation of
vast toll roads to carry this continuously increasing
traffic, and the emergence of a fast-paced “sport-
ing life” centered around transnational invest-
ments. But even in its attempt to depict the
broader sweep of Jakarta’s recent development, 
the film retains its focus on how the urban poor
adapt to circumstances over which they exert so
little influence.

Indonesia: Urban Development in Jakarta offers
a remarkably accurate and succinct portrayal of
everyday life for the urban masses both through its
crisp footage and a thoughtful narration. Having
personally passed through Kuningan junction
almost daily from 1995 to 1997, I can attest that
the film neither exaggerates the misery nor sugar-
coats the struggle. Several times I saw Zaini’s 
kampung under three feet of water from the 
annual flooding and it was continuously wrapped
in a haze from the car exhaust. I often wondered
how these residents cope with the continuous
assaults of city life on their community. Now I
know that one of the boys I saw in the afternoon
marching up and down the lines of cars at the 
traffic light selling their wares was Zaini earning 
his school fees.

Beyond confirming the accuracy of some of
the impressions that one can glean from casual
daily observations like mine, this film demon-
strates that the adaptation of Jakarta’s urban poor
to a rapidly changing and highly competitive
urban world is one of the most compelling victo-
ries of the human spirit. It is the real and enduring
truth of the Asian miracle. ✦

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
Christopher Silver is Professor and Head of the
Department of Urban and Regional Planning at
the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
and a former Fulbright Senior Lecturer in
Indonesia. He served as urban development con-
sultant to the Indonesian National Development
Planning Board, 1995–1997, and is principal
investigator of a USAID-funded project with the
Institute of Technology, Bandung, Indonesia.

Indonesia: Urban Development in Jakarta
is available from Films for the Humanities and
Sciences. Price is $99 for purchase and $75 
for rental.

Indonesia: Urban Development in Jakarta
>> Produced by Susi Arnott for Yorkshire Television. Distributed by Films for Humanities 
and Sciences. 1996. 20 minutes.

Through interviews with young Burmese pros-
titutes, Sacrifice examines some of the socio-

cultural forces—poverty, sexism, and family
obligations—at work behind
the Thai sex industry. The
interviews themselves are of
great interest; girls and

young women speak frankly and sometimes heart-
breakingly about the choices they have had to
make and about their lives and the conditions of
their work. Unfortunately, little background is
given either on current political and social forces
or on the long history of the sex industry itself.
The interviews are intercut with dreamy scenes of
village life, city streets, and brothel interiors,

which do little to contribute to our understanding
of the issues and lengthen the film considerably.

The interviews, excerpted and shown to stu-
dents who are familiar with some of the cultural
and historical issues at hand, can serve to personal-
ize what might otherwise be considered a distant
tragedy. The film would probably work best in
college-level women’s studies and anthropology
classes and might also be of interest to mature
high schoolers. ✦

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
Sacrifice: The Story of Child Prostitutes from Burma
is available from Film Library. Price is $195 for
purchase and $45 for rental.

Sacrifice: The Story of 
Child Prostitutes from Burma
>> Produced and directed by Ellen Bruno. Distributed by Film Library. 1999. 50 minutes. 
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Since 1629, when the Tokugawa government
banned women from the stage, men have

played female roles in Japan’s Kabuki theater.
Known as onnagata, these specialists perfected
their art to the point where their femininity is said
to have matched and even exceeded that of real
(i.e., anatomically correct) women. It is a testa-
ment to their hegemony that, even after 1890,
when it became legal for women to once again
appear on the stage with men, it took another two
decades before Japan produced its first truly mod-
ern actress, Matsui Sumako, who, initially at least,
continued to appear in plays alongside her onna-
gata peers.

The Written Face introduces the most cele-
brated onnagata active today, Bando Tamasabur–o
(b. 1950). Tamasabur–o (who is always referred to
by his given name, which he received in 1964 as
the fifth in a renowned line of succession) is show-
cased in a variety of representative roles linked
loosely together in a pseudo-documentary style.
Scenes of Tamasabur–o at work are interspersed
with interviews with the actor himself and with a
group of aging “legends,” including the modern
theater actress Sugimura Haruko (age 88), the
geisha Han Takehara (age 92), and the Butoh icon
Ohno Kazuo (age 88), who dances but does not
speak. The upshot is that Tamasabur–o is part of 
a continuing tradition who achieves his art not

through identification, but by objectifying and
assimilating the feminine.

Among the performances recorded are excerpts
from the classical repertory, including Orochi and
Sagimusume, which effectively display Tamasa-
bur–o’s prodigious talent. “Twilight Geisha Story,”
by contrast, casts the actor in a more modern 
role. Set on a pleasure boat on what appears to 
be Tokyo’s Sumida River, Tamasabur–o portrays a
geisha playing cards (hanafuda) with two men 
who are vying for her affections. Viewers may find
it easier to assess Tamasabur–o’s skill at presenting
himself as a credible woman in this modern
playlet, which includes kisses on the hand and lips,
than in the more highly stylized classical dances.

Some of the simplest and most effective scenes
in The Written Face show Tamasabur–o applying his
makeup and transforming himself into an onnaga-
ta. Elsewhere in the film we encounter the actor
sitting in a hotel room speaking English, French,
and Italian, and in a limousine with rock music
blaring in the background. The transformation of
this approachable and eminently modern individ-
ual into the incarnation of Kabuki tradition is a
prime focus of the film and provides its title. At
one point, Tamasabur–o asserts, “I am not a Kabuki
professor.” He has nothing to say outside of his
performances, he explains. This film takes him at
his word; it offers no analysis, no narration, no

interpretation, but instead allows Tamasabur–o’s art
to speak for itself.

At 89 minutes, The Written Face is neither an
educational film suitable for use in most class-
rooms, nor is it a feature with an articulate narra-
tive line. It is an idiosyncratic and impressionistic
work that attempts to communicate the onnagata’s
art and the atmosphere of Kabuki instead of 
ideas about them. While I found it rather self-
indulgent, with few real insights into the dynamics
of gender and performance, the film nonetheless
achieves its aim of giving viewers a tangible sense
of how onnagata have been able to epitomize
ideals of feminine beauty for more than three 
hundred years. For pedagogical purposes, showing
excerpts from The Written Face might be the best
way to use this flawed but nevertheless worthwhile
film in the classroom. College and adult audiences
will get the most out of it, but judicious selections
could also be shown to mature younger groups. ✦

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
David G. Goodman is Professor of Japanese
Literature at the University of Illinois at Urbana-
Champaign. His most recent publications on
Japanese theater are Angura: Posters of the Japanese
Avant-Garde (1999) and Concerned Theatre Japan:
The Graphic Art of Japanese Theatre, 1960 to 1980
(cd-rom, 1998).

The Written Face is available from First Run/
Icarus Films. Price is $440 for purchase and $100
for rental.

The Written Face
>> Directed by Daniel Schmid. First Run/Icarus Films. 1995. 89 minutes. 
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Ann Kaneko Films, 926 1/2 N. Serrano
Avenue, Los Angeles, CA 90029. Tel: 323-
465-0749. E-mail: bb333@lafn.org. Web site:
http://www.glo.org/overstay.

Documentary Educational Resources, 
101 Morse Street, Watertown, MA 02172. Tel:
800-569-6621. Fax: 617-926-9519. E-mail:
docued@der.org. Web site: http://der.org/docued.

Film Library, 22-D Hollywood Avenue, 
Ho-Ho-Kus, NJ 07423. Tel: 800-343-5540. 
Fax: 201-652-1973.

Filmakers Library, 124 East 40th Street, 
New York, NY 10016. Tel: 212-808-4980. 
Fax: 212-808-4983. E-mail: info@filmakers.com. 
Web site: http://www.filmakers.com.

Films for the Humanities and Sciences,
P.O. Box 2053, Princeton, NJ 08543-2053. Tel:
800-257-5126 or 609-275-1400. Fax: 609-275-
3767. E-mail: custserv@films.com. Web site:
http://www.films.com.

First Run/Icarus Films, 153 Waverly Place,
Sixth Floor, New York, NY 10014. Tel: 800-
876-1710 or 212-727-1711. Fax: 212-989-7649. 
E-mail: infor@frif.com. Web site: http://www.
echonyc.com/~frif.

Social Science Education Consortium
(SSEC), P.O. Box 21270, Boulder, CO 80308-
4270. Tel: 303-492-8154. Fax: 303-449-3925.

Third World Newsreel, 545 8th Avenue, 10th
Floor, New York, NY 10018. Tel: 212-947-9277.
Fax: 212-594-6417. E-mail: twn@twn.org. Web
site: http://www.twn/org.
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We’ll see you in the summer!

Starting this summer, AEMS News and Reviews
will be going out on a quarterly basis. Please

look for our first Summer issue in mid-June.


